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Abstract

This specification defines a set of requirements for new capabilities for instant messaging and presence in SIP-based systems.
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1. Introduction

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) defines several specifications that support Instant Messaging (IM). The SIP MESSAGE method [2] allows for "page-mode" messaging, offering a service similar to Short Message Service (SMS) in wireless networks. A more advanced capability, called session mode messaging, uses the SIP INVITE method to establish a session whose media type is messaging [8][9]. This allows for many SIP capabilities to be directly applied to instant messaging, such as conferencing [10].

However, there are many additional features that exist in current, proprietary IM systems. Some of these features do not require protocol extensions in order to be deployed (IM message archival, for example). However, others do.

This specification provides requirements for a number of advanced IM features which require additional standardization activity to support. It does not cover features which can be achieved with existing protocols and specifications. It is also limited to instant messaging only, and does not consider presence [5].
2. Delivery Status Reporting

In most cases, an IM is delivered immediately to the recipient. Indeed, this is the principal motivation behind the "Instant" in "Instant Messaging". However, in many systems, and instant message can be sent even when the recipient is not available. Indeed, even if they are available when the message is sent, the user may log off before the message can be delivered.

Typically, this is dealt with through a combination of two features. The first is message archival and retrieval. These features allow the intended recipient to retrieve their messages at a later time. To support this, the receiving domain stores the content of the IM, allowing the user to fetch it later. In this regard, it is very similar to existing email systems. Existing protocols, such as IMAP4 [7], can be used for the retrieval functions of IM. [[Note - is there any need for an "IM" profile for IMAP, similar to the "voice" profile for IMAP as specified in RFC 2421 [6]??]].

The second feature is message delivery confirmation. This feature allows the sender to know that the receiver has received the message. This feature exists in SMS and in email [12]. A similar function is needed for IP-based instant messaging. Indeed, it is provided in several commercial IM systems, including Wireless Village.

It is important to note that, while delivery status notifications are needed to support storage-and-retrieval of IM, the notifications are needed even for real-time interactive conversations. Specifically, they are needed to support several of the requirements for IM outlined in RFC 2779 [4]. Specifically, requirement 4.2.1 calls out for delivery success and/or failure notifications. While SIP itself provides this basic function for immediately delivered page-mode messages, in session mode, an application layer mechanism is needed. Furthermore, in both page and session modes, group IM will require delivery status notifications in order for the sender to know which, if any, of the recipients got the message.

[[EDITORS NOTE: The major open issue is the scope. IM is not email; how many features do we really need here? The only clear ones are the ones in the paragraph above which are needed even when the IM is not stored. Perhaps we can support two mechanisms; one, restricted to immediate deliveries, and the other, providing the full delivery status notifications ala [12].]]

Certainly, much of the email specifications for message delivery confirmation can be reused for IM. However, much of it is email-specific, and IM introduces some new requirements. The following requirements apply to IM delivery status notifications:
REQ-DELNOT-1: It MUST be possible for the sender of an IM to request a delivery notification.

REQ-DELNOT-2: It MUST be possible for the sender of an IM to learn immediately that a delivery notification will, or will not, be sent.

REQ-DELNOT-3: It MUST be possible for the delivery notification to be sent at an arbitrary time in the future.

REQ-DELNOT-4: The delivery notification MUST be capable of indicating that the message was delivered to the intended target.

REQ-DELNOT-5: The delivery notification MUST be capable of indicating whether the message was delivered successfully, or whether, when it was delivered, the recipient generated an error. It MUST be possible for the sender to learn the specific error condition.

REQ-DELNOT-6: The delivery notification MUST indicate the time of message delivery.

REQ-DELNOT-7: The delivery notification MUST indicate the specific message which was delivered.

REQ-DELNOT-8: Delivery notifications MUST operate for both page mode and session mode.

REQ-DELNOT-9: In order to support interaction conversations where the sender can re-type their message if it is not received, the delivery notifications MUST be sent rapidly when the message can be immediately delivered. In this case, rapidly is loosely defined, but generally, fast enough to support an interactive conversation.

REQ-DELNOT-10: It MUST be possible for the message sender (the recipient of the notification) to authenticate the sender of the notification. There is no explicit requirement for confidentiality of the notification.

REQ-DELNOT-11: As it is anticipated that this mechanism will be used frequently from wireless devices, it SHOULD keep overhead to a minimum, and in particular, SHOULD NOT provide extraneous information not relevant to the above requirements.

REQ-DELNOT-12: When an IM is sent to a group, there MUST be delivery notifications generated about the delivery of the IM to each group participant.
REQ-DELNOT-13: REQ-DELNOT-12 MUST support recursive groups.

REQ-DELNOT-14: The identity of the ultimate recipient MUST be made known to the message sender.

REQ-DELNOT-15: The notification MAY contain the content of the original IM [[EDITORS NOTE: is this really needed for IM?]]

REQ-DELNOT-16: Any error condition reported by the notification MAY contain a textual description of the error meant for human consumption [[EDITORS NOTE: Do we need this?]]

REQ-DELNOT-17: If an IM is being relayed through a gateway, for example, to SMS, the delivery report SHOULD indicate such a condition [[EDITORS NOTE: Do we need this?]]

REQ-DELNOT-18: The delivery notification MUST indicate the Content-Type of the message that was delivered.

REQ-DELNOT-19: The delivery notification MUST indicate the Content-Length of the message that was delivered.

REQ-DELNOT-20: The delivery notification MUST indicate the To header field from the message that was delivered.

REQ-DELNOT-21: The delivery notification MUST indicate the Expires header field of the message that was delivered.
3. Is-Composing

Many commercial instant messaging and presence systems provide a feature generally referred to as "is-typing". This feature is used during instant messaging chat sessions. Whenever one user is in the process of typing a message to another user, the recipient-to-be can see that a message is in progress. This avoids a common problem where both participants are typing replies at the same time, so that the resulting stream of conversation is not well synchronized.

Generalizing this concept, the idea is really to allow one participant to inform another participant that they are composing a message of some type. By conveying a type, a broader set of features can be enabled. For example, if one user indicates that they are composing a message of type audio/basic, the other user will know that a voice IM is coming.

REQ-COMP-1: The is-composing feature must work with instant messaging sessions [8].

REQ-COMP-2: Either side in the session should be able to indicate that they can receive the indicators. The indicators must not be sent from A to B if B does not explicitly indicate that they can receive them.

REQ-COMP-3: It must be possible for indicators to be sent in only one direction, i.e., A sends them to B, but B does not send them to A.

REQ-COMP-4: It must be possible for usage of the indicators to be added or removed to any IM session after the session has begun.

REQ-COMP-5: The indicator must be able to inform the recipient that the sender has begun composing a message.

REQ-COMP-6: The indicator must be able to inform the recipient that the sender has stopped composing a message.

REQ-COMP-7: The indicator must be able to convey the MIME type of the message that is being composed.

REQ-COMP-8: The indicator must be able to convey the content-disposition of the message that is being composed. [Do we want this requirement?]

REQ-COMP-9: The indicator must be synchronized with the message stream itself. That is, if a recipient gets an indicator that a user has stopped composing a message, and they also get a message,
the recipient must be able to know which came first.

REQ-COMP-10: It must be possible to provide end-to-end message integrity and authentication over the indicators.

REQ-COMP-11: It must be possible to associate the is-composing indicator with a particular instant messaging session.

REQ-COMP-12: It should be possible to interwork is-composing indicators between CPIM compliant systems, possibly with some loss of functionality, but with integrity and authentication in tact.

REQ-COMP-13: It should be possible for is-composing indicators to work, possibly with loss of functionality, in page mode. [Do we want this requirement?]

REQ-COMP-14: The is-composing indicator should not result in an increase on the load of proxies.

REQ-COMP-15: It must be possible to receive delivery confirmation reports for is-composing indicators [Do we need this requirement?]

REQ-COMP-16: The overhead of the indicators should be minimal.
4. Content Capabilities

Although traditionally used with text, an IM can contain any kind of content. There is an increasing trend to send multimedia content, including audio, video, and even applications, over IM. However, recipients may not wish to receive content that they do not understand, or is over a particular size limit.

Handling these "content capabilities" is done differently for page mode and session mode. In session mode, the initial offer/answer exchange \[3\] can be used to convey content capabilities. Indeed, the messaging sessions mechanism allows for negotiation of supported content types. However, some additional aspects of negotiation are required:

REQ-CONTENT-1: A UA MUST be able to indicate the maximum message size it is willing to receive.

In page mode messaging, a 413 response can be sent if a MESSAGE request is too large. However, there is no way to indicate what the largest allowed size is:

REQ-CONTENT-2: A 413 response MUST be capable of indicating the maximum allowed message size.

Note that, there is no requirement to support transcoding of content at an intermediary in order to reduce the size of a sent message to match that of a recipient.
5. Page-Mode Groups

There is no explicit support for groups in page mode. Supporting groups in session mode is trivial, and is completely handled through the SIP conferencing specifications [10]. While there is no expectations that the same level of features will be available in page mode conferencing as session mode, some minimal features are desirable.

REQ-GROUP-1: It MUST be possible to address a page-mode IM to a group.

REQ-GROUP-2: Each recipient of a group page IM MUST be capable of determining the set of other recipients that got the request.

REQ-GROUP-3: It MUST be possible for a user to send to an ad-hoc group, where the identities of the recipients are carried in the message itself.

REQ-GROUP-4: It MUST be possible for the recipient of a group IM to send a message to all other participants that received the same group IM (i.e., Reply-To-All).

[[Editors NOTE: It is not clear at all that we want to support any of this. Session mode provides a much more comprehensive conferencing story. Do we really want to add features for page mode??]]

5.1 Invitations to Non-Real-Time Sessions

SIP fundamentally deals with real-time sessions. That is, it allows users to invite other users to communicate using some kind of interactive media. However, there are many other types of "sessions", in the broad sense of the word, that one can be invited to. As an example, one user could invite another user to join an email mailing list, to join a conference call occurring next week, or to view a web site.

Specific desired capabilities are:

REQ-NRT-1: It MUST be possible to send a user a message requesting that they perform some specific action.

REQ-NRT-2: The set of possible actions MUST include the ability to request that a user add another user to their buddy list.

REQ-NRT-3: The set of possible actions MUST include the ability to request the user to join a meeting scheduled at a specific time.
REQ-NRT-4: The set of possible actions MUST include the ability to request the user to view a certain URL.

REQ-NRT-5: The set of possible actions MUST include the ability to request the user to join a specific group (such as a page-mode group IM list).

REQ-NRT-6: The set of actions MUST be easily extensible.

REQ-NRT-7: It MUST be possible for the sender to cancel the request, i.e., ask that the user not bother to perform the previous requested action. Of course, there is no expectation that the request is honored, and no way to enforce it. The only requirement is the ability to convey this desire.

REQ-NRT-8: It MUST be possible for the sender to learn when the recipient has performed the desired action.

REQ-NRT-9: It MUST be possible for the sender to learn that the recipient has received the request to perform the desired action.

REQ-NRT-10: It MUST be possible for the recipient to indicate that they accept the invitation, reject it, or will defer it (consider it later).

REQ-NRT-11: It MUST be possible for REQ-NRT-10, REQ-NRT-9 and REQ-NRT-8 to occur at an arbitrarily long period of time after the invitation was issued.

This capability is a hybrid between a traditional SIP INVITE and a SIP MESSAGE. It is like INVITE in that it is accepted or rejected, and can be cancelled. It is not like INVITE in that the acceptances or rejections can come at any time, even days after the invitation. In that sense, it is more like a MESSAGE.

One solution to these requirements is to use IM, and for the content to indicate an invitation of sorts. As an example, an invitation to a meeting can be done using an iCal object [11] carried in a MESSAGE request. However, cancelling the invitation, and indicating acceptances, would all be specified using iCal specific parameters. They would not be reusable for other invitation types.

As such, an alternative solution is to define several general primitives for this operation.

[[EDITORS NOTE: It is far from clear that we want to do any standards work here. This section was included because this feature is supported in one of the commercial systems.]]
6. IANA Considerations

There are no IANA Considerations associated with this specification.
7. Security Considerations

Security requirements are discussed above where relevant.
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